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Research Project

“Algorithms, Law and Society: Decision Makers Between Algorithmic

Guidance and Personal Responsibility”

funded by the Vienna Chamber of Labour through its

Digitalisierungsfonds Arbeit 4.0 (Feb 2020 – Jan 2021)

focus of our investigation: organisational responsibility for

decision-making using algorithms



Algorithmic Decision Support (ADS)

use of technology, algorithms, ML/AI to support (sometimes: make)

decisions

employed in more and more domains (e. g. human resources, access to

welfare and credit, policing, sentencing)

existing work has mostly focused on effects of ADS on people impacted

by decisions

in contrast, we focus on working conditions and changes for decision

makers using (more commonly: having to use) ADS



Accountability and Responsibility

both terms often defined referencing each other, no clear delimitation in

academic literature

Ieraci (2007):

• accountability relates to answerability, blame, burden and obligation

• responsibility relates to trust, capability, judgement and choice

• responsibility is personal/inwards-facing, accountability requires an

external audience/forum

McGrath and Whitty (2018):

• responsibility = obligation to satisfactorily perform a task

• accountability = liability for ensuring a task is satisfactorily done

in our use, organisational responsibility relates to issues of attribution,

choice and obligation at concrete and micro level, and especially concerns

the organisational embedding of ADS systems



Some Known Issues with ADS

automation bias: much higher likelihood of accepting ADS decision

suggestions (even faulty or subpar ones)

complacency: erroneous inaction when monitoring an algorithmic system

⇒ algorithmic decision “support”?

questionable claims to higher efficiency and “better” decisions

“wholesale bias” vs. “retail bias”



Shifts and Changes in Responsibilty

responsibility vacuum/overlap

gaps in authorisation, training, transparency, access

missing feedback loops and communication channels



Project Results

guidelines (Algorithmen in der Entscheidungsfindung – Leitfaden zu

Verantwortlichkeit und Rechenschaft)

interactive mapping tool “VerA” (short for “Verantwortung” and

“Algorithmen”, German for “responsibility” and “algorithms”):

vera.arbeiterkammer.at



Mapping of Tasks and Duties

• introduction

• development

• implementation

• application

• system security

• data management

• evaluation



Tool Structure

Input Output

B1: individuals and

groups involved

B2: attribution of

tasks and duties

B3: responsibilities

B4: access and authority

B5: communication channels

S1: gaps in tasks

S2: independence of evaluation

S3: mismatches between

tasks and responsibilities

S4: gaps in responsibilities

S5: mismatches between

tasks and access/authority

S6: missing com-

munication channels



Tool in Action
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